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Hanoi to ho chi minh travel guide

Looking for more about Vietnam? We spent a month traveling around Vietnam and really made the most of the beautiful, cultural and historical scenery. If you have a chance to do the same, then this Vietnam itinerary is perfect for you. Whether you're in Vietnam or visiting on holiday, you'll find something here to enjoy. One thing is for
sure, this Vietnam itinerary is not for those who like to spend their relaxing holidays. Vietnam's final itinerary from Ho Chi Minh to Hanoi... Vietnam's itinerary is designed to maximize the 30-day tourist visa. I highly recommend trying to spend a whole month in Vietnam to be able to see the length of the country. If you are able to visit only
for a shorter period, maybe two or three weeks in Vietnam, it can easily be adapted and the distinctive activities with the star (*) are the most prominent personal. Throughout this Vietnam itinerary, there are some suggested rest days and I have left only a few spare days in case. One thing you don't want to do is exceed your visa duration
for 30 days as you will be fined. Be sure to check out these basic Vietnam travel tips when planning your stay. For this Vietnam itinerary, I recommend travelling from south to north and base yourself in four main areas along the way: Ho Chi Minh City, Hui An, Hui and Hanoi. Personally, I feel that North Vietnam is a real highlight so
traveling from south to north leaves even better past. 1. Ho Chi Minh City formerly known as Saigon, although most of the local sit-up, Ho Chi Minh City is the largest city in Vietnam. Named after the man who led the country towards independence. You'll find more highlands here than in other parts of the country including Landmark 81,
vietnam's tallest building. Where to stay in Ho Chi Minh City on 1 day: Arriving in Vietnam if you start your journey in Ho Chi Minh City you will fly to Tan Sun Nhat International Airport (SGN). Depending on your nationality and the length of your stay, you will either need to actually obtain an electronic visa or apply for voa (visa on arrival)
upon entry to the station. For more information about visas: Read more: Vietnam Travel Tips - 15 things to know before you go after Tan Sun Nahat international airport has been used several times, I can safely say that it is one of the most unregulated airports I've ever been to. In the past decade, the number of its passengers has
increased dramatically and it does not seem able to handle the size. This means that all services are slow, especially migration to and from the country. When you leave the airport, there are a few buses that can take you to Ho Chi Minh City for about 45 minutes. However, I recommend using the Grab Taxi app (similar to Uber) and going
directly to your property. This way, you can avoid paying money and don't have to worry about finding your way from the bus. Due to a possible long trip to Vietnam, I recommend relaxing for the evening. There are a lot of restaurants in The city including the western chains is familiar if you are not quite ready to explore the local cuisine.
Welcome to Vietnam, be prepared for an amazing month... Day 2: Exploring Ho Chi Minh City War Museum Remains * Price: 40,000 VND War Remnants Museum is arguably the best museum in Vietnam. As you can imagine, they are not the lightest experiences but are full of interesting exhibitions about the Vietnam War. The museum
square is full of tanks, planes and other vehicles. This can be a real eye girl to learn about the war of the Vietnamese point of view especially the permanent effects of orange worker on the population. Tickets are available at the door and you can expect to spend between one and two hours inside. After visiting the War Remnants
Museum, there are many famous landmarks in the area, which is within walking distance. The following places will take about an hour's walk between plus the time spent in each one which will vary depending on your interest: Theesh Quang Duc memorial to a monk who put himself on fireMariamman Temple - Hindu Temple Accreditation
Palace - used by the President of South Vietnam during the Post Office War - French colonial building built in the late 1800s Lady Cathedral 20 000 - Built in a similar style to The Nod Dam de Paris Saigon Skydeck and The World price heineken: 200,000 VND (Skydeck Only) / 250,000 VND These two landmarks are found at the top of
the Financial Bitexco Tower along with the river and ideal for a visit at sunset. Saigon Skydeck offers great views of Ho Chi Minh City. Above Skydeck is the world of Heineken, a small tour showcasing Heineken's history in Vietnam. It's worth doing both of these activities together. An additional 50,000 VND to include Heineken's world is
one well spent for a beer drinker. Included in the tour, you will get your heineken molding, get two more in the bar and a personalized bottle to take away. Book your tickets to Saigon Skydeck and Heineken World here. Day 3: Cu Chi Tunnels &amp; Noir Cu Chi Tunnels Tour* Price: 240,000+ VND This vast network of tunnels outside Ho
Chi Minh City gives tourists the opportunity to experience some of the conditions vietnamese soldiers faced during the war. Flights run daily from the city and last half a day. I recommend going for a morning tour to try to avoid the heat of the day but don't go expecting cold weather since the tunnels in the forest. Many tours are large
groups which can reach up to 40 people. If you have a budget, I recommend booking one of the small group tours. Although it's a little more expensive, it's easier to explore tunnels in a smaller range. Book a tour of the Ko Chi Tunnels here. Read more: Cu Chi tunnels half-day tour of Ho Chi Minh City Noir. Dining in the Dark * Price:
550,000-750,000+ VND Food in The Dark was given a boost after London Dance Le Noir appeared in the 2013 film About Time. This one The concept gives guests the opportunity to dine at the Black Pitch Restaurant unaware of exactly what they're eating. You won't eat anything weird is simply to make you really think about how
dependent you are on your eyesight. All waiting staff at Noir are blind or visually impaired. Noir in Ho Chi Minh City is one of the few dark restaurants in Asia and fairly affordable. We ate at Both Noir and Dance Le Noir and the experience was great on both occasions. It is worth booking in advance to ensure a table. If you're not sure
about eating in the dark, you can try the sister Blanc restaurant where the waiting staff are deaf or hearing impaired. At Plan, the lights are on and you'll learn some sign language during your visit. Book dinner at Noir, dining in the dark here. Book a dinner at Planck here on Day 4: Mekong Delta Delta Delta Day Price: Different for your last
day in Ho Chi Minh City, take a day trip south to see the Mekong Delta. The huge Mekong River flows through the Southeast Asian mainland and the delta is home to many fishing villages, floating markets and fruit farms. If you are short on time in Ho Chi Minh City, you can do both the Ko Chi Tunnels and the shortest Mekong Delta tour
on the same day. This will involve a lot of driving and more expensive than doing it separately so I don't recommend it unless you're really tight on time and set to see both. Book your Mekong Delta Day Trip - 400,000 VND short on time? – Ko Chi Tunnels and Mekong Delta Day Trip – 1,400,000 VND Got Extra Time? – 2D1N Mekong
Delta Flight – 1,000,000 VND Day 5: Travel to Hui I suggest putting the whole day aside for travel from Ho Chi Minh City to Hoi An. Depending on the mode of transport you go with you will really decide what to do with the rest of your day. Flight price: 700,000 VND + Travel Time: 1h 20m (£45m minibus) if you want to travel to Hoi An you
will need to fly to Da Nang International Airport (DAD) located about 30 km north of Hui An. To get to Hoy An, I recommend taking a minibus with The Hoy On Express, one way it costs US$6 directly from the airport terminal to your place of residence. Book Ho Chi Minh (SGN) to Da Nang (DAD) flights here. Trains price: 600,000 VND +
Travel time: 17h + similar to flights, trains going to Da Nang so you will need to get transportto Hoi An as well. Trains are not much cheaper than flying with a significant increase in travel time. The book is chi minh to Da Nang trains here. Bus price: 490,000 VND + Travel time: 19h + quite frankly, I would not recommend taking the bus,
which is also heading to Da Nang. In fact, I only recommend flying due to the price differences. However, if you are on a group traveling to the country by land... Ho Chi Minh's book to Da Nang buses is here. 2. Hui city is very popular with tourists so do not expect a quiet, sleepy town. Hoy is known that her old town usually lights up with
traditional lanterns. Personally, hoi that it wasn't for me and felt Stifled by mass tourism. However, I don't regret going because it was somewhere we've heard so much about this reason why it's still on this Vietnam track. Read more: Why I won't go back to Hoy where to stay in Hoi day 6: Explore Hoi on a walk in the old city of Hui that the
old city is one of the many UNESCO World Heritage Sites in Vietnam. The streets here are full of local shops, cafes and restaurants and the area is famous for its specially designed shops that offer custom clothes to tourists. During the day, the streets will be a little less busy as many people head to the surrounding areas or beaches.
The old town is full of interesting architecture, not least the covered Japanese bridge. The 18th-century structure was originally built to link Japantown to the Chinese Quarter. The night market every night on the island above the river is the Hoi Night Market. Stalls will start popping up early in the evening and staying very late at night. The
market is very similar to most other night markets in Southeast Asia so you'll find a mix of more traditional stalls, lots of food and some awful tourist souvenirs of course. Since Hoy an coastal city, you'll find plenty of seafood in the market stalls. We saw a lot of oblique octopus and frogs all every night. If you don't live on the island, you can
reach it using the ornate light bridge near the covered Japanese bridge. Around the Bridge of Lights, you will ask if you want to take a tour of one of the small canoe-like boats. We didn't do it personally because it didn't matter to us. However, we were asked several times and found that the price was incredibly flexible. If you want to do it,
try to stay away from negotiation and you can pretty much ensure that the person will drop the price considerably. A O Show - Color Production Price: 700,000 VND + Near the night market on the easternmost side of the island is the Color Center for the Performing Arts. This is a bamboo circus and performance lives up to that name. It's
a show you don't want to know much about in advance, but if you enjoy acrobatics you're sure for a fun night out. Book A O Show tickets here. Day 7: Ba Na Hills and Golden Bridge Ba Na Hills Amusement Park Price: 750,000 VND The Golden Bridge at Ba Na Hills Amusement Park has become a photo hotspot since it opened in 2018. It
features a long golden bridge supported by huge stone hands. It's definitely something to look at but accessible only to visitors to ba na hills theme park. The theme park is fairly average with the main attraction being the French village. There is not much riding as it's more scenic theme park and full of photo opportunities. Visitors can only



reach the amusement park on the top of the mountain using one of the Guinness Cable Car breaking the world record which is a wonderful journey in itself. Read more: A Guide to the Sun World Ba Na Hills Amusement Park Day 8: Relax If You Spend Every Day in Ba Na Maybe you'll need a day to recover. You will also have almost non-
stop during the first week in Vietnam. If you want a relaxing trip to the beach, you'll find plenty in the area. Or take the opportunity to relax in your property, take a walk in the streets or sit in one of the many restaurants or cafes Hoi An. Day 9: My son temples sanctuary day tour price: 230,000 VND (150,000 VND without a tour) my son's
sanctuary is another UNESCO World Heritage Site and can be found about 30km from Hoi That. Here you will find the remains of Hindu temples dating back to the 4th century. Although visiting my son does not take a full day, you will probably find yourself there during the heat of the day which can be very tiring. The area is surrounded
by trees but you can't expect much shade when walking around the complex. Book my son's guided tour here. Day 10: Travel to Hui about 120km north of Hoy that is easily accessible by road. There are many options depending on whether you have your own transport or not. Travelling from Hoy That to Hoy can offer some of the most
beautiful views of the whole country. Bus price: 140,000 VND + travel time: 4h taking a bus to Hue is an easy and very affordable option. We took a bus with a tourist Sin who had seats like a bed. The journey is not too long and is likely to take less than four hours if the traffic is good. The only downside of riding the bus is that they don't
use Hi Van Pass. Book that hoi to fancy buses here. Special cars price: 1,250,000 vand (for under to 3 people)Travel time: 3h if you do not want to be stuck on a bus with many other people for four hours, you can take a private car. This doesn't come at a much higher cost but you will get a nice air-conditioned, good car maintenance to
take you all the way. You may also be able to request travel in Hai Van Pass. Hoy's book is to air private cars here. Hi Van Pass Price: Different – The cost of renting vehicles travel time: As long as you like the High Van pass appeared on Top Gear back in 2008 where Jeremy Clarkson calls it one of the best coastal routes in the world. If
you've got your own transport, you can enjoy this beautiful road that is located between Da Nang and Hui. 3. We didn't originally plan on stopping at the hue (pronounced 'hway') but we're very glad we did. Hui turned out to be one of Vietnam's favorite places. The city is quieter than that hue but is still a reasonably popular tourist spot. For
me, if you could just choose between hue or hue, I'd end up recommending Huey. Where to stay on the 11th hue: Imperial City Imperial City * Price: 150,000 VND Beautiful Imperial City was built in Hue back in the early 1800s and can be reached from the main city by crossing the River Perfume. The Imperial City is the perfect place to
visit if you want to wander through history. You'll find ponds, gardens and traditional buildings but not much shade so it's perfect for cloudy days. The city is Being restored to its former glory so don't be surprised if you see the strange construction work taking place. Street Walking Street Walk in Hwy only happens on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday so hopefully, your trip will coincide with one of the days. The street is no different from the night market in Hui that in that you will find various food stalls on the streets but with added performers and a much smaller number of tourists. The atmosphere in the hue is definitely more relaxed and enjoyable. Day 12: Deserted Thuy Tian
Lake Abandoned Water Park Price: Negotiated activity optional for those interested in exploring urban areas. More in Lake Thuy Tien is an old deserted water park with few rides and buildings to explore. Officially, this place is closed so you may want to find your way in or bribe the guard who is watching the gate. For most visits, you can
expect to pay the guard about 20,000 VND per person to be allowed in but this is not guaranteed. You may get bad luck and refuse entry if the guard is not in the mood for visitors. If you don't get in, you'll have to deal to the overgrown waterslides and the beautiful dragons coming out of the lake. To get there, you'll either need your
transport or hire a taxi for a few hours to wait for you while trying to get in. Most locals will know the attraction but you may want to ask a few drivers before getting one that is happy to take you. Day 13: DMZ Tour DMZ Tour - Vietnam War Sites * Price: $122 USD for two people taking this tour was one of my favorite things to do in all of
Vietnam. If you have an interest in the Vietnam War, this is worth the time. You'll find many half-day tours and full days that are left out of the hue. I would recommend taking a full day tour to see more historical sites. One thing's for sure, this is not a relaxing day. You will visit former U.S. bases, the Vinh Mook tunnel network used by
locals as a shelter, cross the border itself and many more. You will need to book this tour in advance, preferably at least a few days. Our tour guide was the excellent Mr. Vinh, a Vietnam War veteran and incredibly knowledgeable. Read more: Vietnam War Tour of The Demilitarized Zone of Hui day 14: Travel to Hanoi hanoi about 700km
away from The Hui until quite an epic journey if using land transport. A bus or train ride can give you great views of the Vietnamese countryside, but Hue has its own airport for faster connectivity. Flight price: 500,000 VND + travel time: 1h 15m Hue has a small airport, Fu Bai Airport (HUI), about half an hour from the city centre. The
airport only has local road services so if you leave the country at this stage, you will have to head to Da Nang (DAD). The airport is very small with minimal facilities but very effective compared to others in Vietnam. Hui (HUI) to Hanoi (HAN) booked flights here. Trains Price: 500,000 VND + Travel time: 13h + trains from Hue to Hanoi are
very expensive and often cost more than flights. Some will cost even twice as much. If you take a day You are sure to see some interesting things along the way. However, I don't think it's worth the investment time when flying is a similar price. Book hue to Hanoi trains here. Bus price: 280,000 VND + travel time: 13h + taking a bus from
Hue to Hanoi is a much cheaper option. However, although the price in vnd seems much cheaper than flying, the 500,000 VND for a flight is less than £20. The bus is great for budget travel but don't expect the most comfortable trip. The book is a hue to hanoi buses here. 4. Hanoi Hanoi is the capital of Vietnam and has been for a
thousand years. Despite the presence of skyscrapers popping up in the area, the middle of the old and French neighborhoods is kept for their more traditional design. The city is the perfect place to base yourself in the next couple of weeks to be able to explore the north of the country. Where to stay in Hanoi for more ideas, check out:
Where to stay in Hanoi, Vietnam Day 15: Street train and the old quarter of the Hanoi Street Train * One of the coolest attractions in Hanoi is the street train. Train tracks lead through a narrow street that is lined with excellent cafes. Throughout the day, the street is full of tables and chairs that belong to cafes, as well as a lot of tourists
taking pictures of the tracks. Every day, the train will pass several times. When this happens, tables and chairs are packed away and crowds stand close to the walls. You won't want to move too much because there's really not much space between you and the moving train. If you enjoy watching people, this is one of the best places to sit
in Hanoi. Find a table at Ga Dong Dong Café for excellent egg coffee and Mi HH (tastiest as me we had in Vietnam) and watch the world move around you. It seems that train times vary and finding an accurate schedule is difficult. We were told by a café that the train works approximately once an hour on weekends and twice a day during
the week. It seems that the most popular time for tourists is the 3:20 pm train on weekends. The Old Quarter &amp; Lake Huan Kim Old Quarter itself is a great place to just walk and experience everyday life. The area is protected from new developments so you don't find any high-rise here. At the southern point of the old quarter is Lake
Hwan Kim. Hoan Kim Lake is famous for the legend of Emperor Lu Lui, who is believed to have been given a sword from a magic turtle. You will also find the Ngoc Sun Temple (Jade Mountain Temple) at the northern end of the lake, which can be reached by crossing the Red Wooden Bridge. Visiting the temple costs £30,000. A small
garden revolving around Lake Hwan Kim which, like a street train, is a great place for people to watch. However, where the train on the street is mainly tourists, here you will find a lot of Vietnamese people going their day. From business meetings to yoga classes, you're sure to see a lot of variety. Day 16: West Lake can be found and
travel to West Saba Lake to the northwest The old quarter has a huge 10-mile beach. This area is quieter than the busy center and there are plenty of cafes and restaurants to enjoy. You'll also find pedal boats for rent if you want to go on the lake itself. At the southeast corner of the West Lake is the Temple of Tran Kok, one of the oldest
temples in Vietnam. If you have time and are looking for something more active to do, tai water park is sitting on the northern shores of West Lake. Overnight train to Saba to spend the next few days in Saba, you will need to travel overnight. Personally, I recommend the lack of a train instead of a bus. It takes a little longer but more
comfortable to sleep on. You'll really need to get some sleep before the whole day trip. I also suggest having a stay in Hanoi to keep the majority of your stuff while you visit Saba. It would be better for you to travel with a minimum backpack. The same applies to Pay2 Long Bay later in your trip. Day 17-19: Saba Excursions in Saha * Price:
Different Saba in the far north of Vietnam close to the Chinese border, a popular place for tourists to go hiking through nature. This is one of my highlights from Vietnam and I recommend committing to a three-day visit. The area is full of mountains covered with cedar land as well as waterfalls, green fields and dense bamboo forests. If you
choose the right tour, you can avoid the most popular tourist routes and experience a quieter journey led by a local tribesman. Although you don't need to be an athlete to enjoy trips through Saba, it doesn't help to get some stamina. Many hill climbs can be challenging but it's worth it. Read more: Excursions in Saba – a guided tour of
Hanoi on 20: Relax after spending a few days in Saba, you have to do something more than relax and reflect. If you are staying somewhere in Hanoi with laundry facilities, I recommend using them after visiting Saba. Day 21: Historical Sites Part 1 Vietnam Military History Museum Price: 40,000 VND where the War Remnants Museum
focuses on the Vietnam War, the Museum of Military History in Hanoi covers the country's entire history of conflict. Personally, I think the War Remnants Museum is a superior museum but this one still offers interesting exhibits. You'll also find the 200-year-old Flag Tower, which raises the Vietnamese national flag within the grounds. From
the tower, you can look down in the courtyard full of military aircraft, tanks and other vehicles. Ho Chi Minh Shrine: The Ho Chi Shrine was liberated from it, located in the center of Ba Dinh Square and houses the mummified body of the former president. It's free to enter and offer your condolences is chi of it albeit through a very short visit.
Ideally, you'll need to avoid a visit on a weekend where the queue can be to get to the huge. Within the same area is the Chi Minh Museum and one column temple. The Ho Chi Minh Museum has an entrance fee of 40,000 VND and features exhibitions of the man himself as well as a local One Pillar Pagoda is a small but unique temple
originally built in the 11th century. Before visiting Ho Chi Minh Shrine, you will need to pass through a security checkpoint. There is a dress code for the area so you will be expected to dress respectfully and cover your shoulders and knees. B-52 Museum of Victory and The Price of Debris: Free about 15 minutes walk from Ho Chi Minh
Shrine is the B-52 Museum and Lake Ho Tib. During the Vietnam War, 15 B-52 bombers were shot down and some remains were kept in the B-52 museum. Lake Ho Tip nearby has another piece of b-52 wreckage that was shot down in 1972. Day 22-24: Bye To Long ByE To Long By Cruise * Price: Various UNESCO World Heritage Site
of Halong Bay has become one of the most visited areas in Vietnam. Unfortunately, a lot of tourists mean a lot of disruption and damage to the area. An alternative to Halong Bay is the nearby Bay to Long Bay. Right now, only a few tour companies are allowed to run cruises in Bay Tolong Bay so you are sure to have a more peaceful visit
compared to Halong Bay. The scenery is incredibly similar and you'll be able to journey through strangely shaped rock formations. I recommend spending two nights on your cruise since just one night doesn't seem enough. This also gives you a whole day at the bay to enjoy the scenery. Read more: Bay To Long By Cruise on Vietnam
Day 25: Historic Sites Part 2 Hua Lu Prison Price: 30,000 VND known to American prisoners of war as 'Hanoi Hilton', this French prison was originally built in the late 1800s to hold and execute Vietnamese prisoners. The guillotine is part of the museum's exhibition. The French called the Prison Maison Central mean the central house so it
doesn't look like a bad place. The museum is located in the remaining original buildings including the main entrance and some cell blocks. However, most of the prison was destroyed in the 1990s to make way for new developments. Most exhibitions focus on Vietnamese prisoners, however, there is a small section on the use of the prison
during the Vietnam War. The exhibition focuses on the roles of women in the country's history and aims to promote gender equality. St. Joseph's Cathedral Price: Free to the north of the Museum of Vietnamese Women near Lake Hwan Kim is St. Joseph's Cathedral. Like Notre Dame Cathedral in Ho Chi Minh City, St. Joseph bears a
strong resemblance to the Parisian building. Hanoi is a heavily contaminated city, and because of that, the outer walls of San Joseph are dark and dirty in appearance. If you want to enter, you'll need to dress respectfully by covering your shoulders and knees and not wearing anything inappropriate. Chocolate Buffet * Price: 600,000 VND
decent chocolate is very hard to come by Southeast Asia. Fortunately, The Sofitel Legend Metropole has been covered. Although this is not a very traditional activity, it is ideal for anyone who is missing at home or loves sweet things. The so-called chocolate library takes place every day from 3:00 pm to 5:30pm and includes everything
you can eat chocolate, truffles, cakes and desserts. They will also make any cocktail for you to go with your experience. You can't officially book a buffet table but you can send a message the day before and request a table reservation for you. Weekdays are much quieter but you may struggle to get on weekends if you arrive later in the
afternoon. Day 26: Cooking class and Vietnamese water dolls cooking category * Price: 500,000 VND + After spending a long time in Vietnam at this point, you will probably have an idea of vietnamese foods that you enjoy the most. Cooking is a great way to spend your morning and you'll have the chance to choose from some of your
favourite dishes. There are many cooking classes available in Hanoi but we personally recommend the Rose Kitchen class. This special category includes transportation from your property, a market tour and plenty of food to cook and eat. Read more: Rose Kitchen Cooking Class in Hanoi Thang Long Water Dolls * Price: 100,000-
200,000 VND Your Last Night in Vietnam, I recommend seeing this traditional doll show. The long water puppet theatre is located on the northern shores of Hoan Kim Lake. This 1,000-year tradition was originally implemented in rice fields that were recorded in the water. The hour-long show features scenes from Vietnamese daily life and
historical legends. The dolls perform in a small pool of water controlled by puppeteers hidden behind a bamboo screen. Personally, I thought the show would be boring but turned out to be entertaining and funny. Front seat prices don't cost more but your point of view will be much better. Shows run daily at 4:10 p.m., 5:20 p.m., 6:30 p.m.
and 8 p.m. There are occasional shows at 3pm but it is best to check the place. It is best to book in advance to avoid losing it. Tickets can be purchased at the box office or self-service machines are used outside the venue. Day 27: Leave Vietnam unfortunately, at some point, you will have to leave Vietnam. If you are departing from
Hanoi, you are likely to take a flight from Nui Bai International Airport (HAN). When you leave, leave more than enough time to get through security. It may often take longer than expected through passport control where all visas and stamps are inspected. Vietnam Summary Overview of the Itinerary days 1 to 5 - Ho Chi Minh City5 to 10 -
Hue An10 to 14 – Hue14 to 27 – Hanoi (including Saba and Pai to Long Bay) profile highlights also marked by asterisk marks (*) above, here are my personal highlights from this Vietnamese track that I recommend you not miss out on: Museum of War Remnants, Is Shi City MinhCu Tunnels, Ho Chi Minh City. Dining in the Dark, Ho Chi
Minh CityImperial, HueDMZ HueStreet Train, HanoiTrekking at SapaBai to Long Bay CruiseChocolate Buffet, Hanoi Vietnamis Cooking Class, Hanoi Thang Long Water Dolls, Hanoi Food &amp; Drink Vietnam has a lot of incredible food, here are some of the best dishes to look for during your stay: Bon Cha: roast pork belly or meatballs
served with rice pasta and dipping sauce. Incredibly delicious and moreishPho: noodle soup made from rice pasta in broth with beef (fu po) or chicken (Pho Ga)Banh Mi: Bread is often filled with pork, pat and salad but you'll find lots of different fillings wherever you go. Pan Mi is also very cheap at about 20,000 VND each Rolls-Royce: my
favorite Vietnamese food. Come either fresh or fried. Vietnamese spring rolls are made using rice paper making them extra crispy when friedEgg coffee: hot or iced black coffee topped with rich egg custard that tastes similar to tiramisuRice wine: known as 'happy water', rice wine is often homemade in rural areas and tastes like a strong
whiskey layout for Vietnam to help plan a trip to Vietnam, take a look at the link below. You'll find tips on all aspects of travel to and around the country including how to get visas, general information and tricks to watch out for the cultural boss fu to avoid: Vietnam Travel Tips - 15 things to know before you go map of Vietnam can find all
the places mentioned in this Vietnam route on this map: Judging Vietnam This Vietnamese itinerary will give you a great taste for the whole country and, although we loved visiting them for a month at that time, except that when I remember to realize how much there was to see and do in Vietnam. I really hope you get a chance to visit
Vietnam for as long as possible and see as much or more as we did. Related Vietnam Posts: Vietnam Travel Tips - 15 things to know before you go to a place to stay in Hanoi, VietnamTrekking in Saba – a guided tour of HanoiBai Tu Long Bay Cruise in VietnamRose Cooking Kitchen Class in Hanoi Niitnam War Tour from HueGuide To
The World Ba Na Hills Park What Will I Not Go Back to Hoi AnCu Chi TunnelS Half Day From Ho Chi Minh City Like? Pin it! Disclaimer: This post may contain child links. If you buy through them, we will receive a small commission. This will not cost you any additional products we only recommend which we have or do not use ourselves.
Disclaimer: This post may contain child links. If you buy through them, we will receive a small commission. This will not cost you any additional products we only recommend which we have or do not use ourselves. Ourselves.
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